CRYPTOCURRENCY AND PAYMENTS - NEWS
E-commerce

and

BigTech

companies

are

developing

initiatives

to

accept

payments

in

cryptocurrencies. In addition, users of digital payments are adopting this type of currencies within
their digital wallet.
As consumers adopt this criptocurrencies as an alternative of payment, development of this
industry will continue growing.

DBS completes first trade transaction on Ant Group's Trusple
blockchain
Sur Finextra Research le 15 mars 2021
DBS is the first Asian bank to successfully close a trade financing transaction on Ant Group's
blockchain platform Trusple.
DBS is the first Asian bank to successfully close a trade financing transaction on Ant Group's
blockchain platform Trusple. Launched in September, Trusple - a contraction of 'trust made simple' works by generating a smart contract once a buyer and a seller upload a trading… Lire la suite
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Top 5 Ways Payment Systems Benefit From Blockchain Technology
Sur FinTech Weekly le 13 mars 2021
What started as a convenient way to move Bitcoin from one virtual account to another has
evolved. Blockchain is now a disruptive technology that’s being used by major companies and
financial institutions around the world. Since this technology can be used to shift assets around the
world as conveniently as sending an email, it’s no wonder that there’s been a boom in its usage in
the last few… Lire la suite
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PayPal Bolsters Cryptocurrency Security With Curv Acquisition
Sur The Fintech Times le 10 mars 2021
Israeli #cryptocurrency security company, @curvmpc, have been purchased by @PayPal to expand
cryptocurrency service #cryptosecurity #bitcoin #paytech The post PayPal Bolsters Cryptocurrency
Security With Curv Acquisition appeared first on The Fintech Times .
At the beginning of March, PayPal Holdings, Inc. announced that it has agreed to acquire Curv to
accelerate and expand its initiatives to… Lire la suite
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Amazon expands pay-with-hand tech, pushes on with
digital currency
Sur Banking Technology magazine le 10 mars 2021
Amazon hopes to contract out the pay-with-hand technology to third
parties.
Amazon’s palm scanning payment technology, Amazon One, is expanding
to more stores, taking it to a total of 12 physical locations. Amazon hopes
to contract out the pay-with-hand technology to third parties “Thousands of
customers in our Seattle-area Amazon stores have signed up to use
Amazon One” Dilip Kumar, Amazon’s… Lire la suite
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Personas Launches Paysonas Merchant and Crypto Payment Services
Sur Financial Post le 10 mars 2021
TORONTO — Personas Social Incorporated (TSX.V: PRSN) (the “Company” or “Personas”) is pleased
to announce the launch of its Paysonas payment processing services. The Company is proud to
announce the launch of its Paysonas suite of payment processing services. This marks a significant
evolution of the business of the Company. Here-to-for the business of the […
TORONTO -- Personas Social Incorporated… Lire la suite
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This Stock Could Be the Lightspeed POS (TSX:LSPD)
of Bitcoin
Sur The Motley Fool le 7 mars 2021
Lightspeed POS (TSX:LSPD)(NYSE:LSPD) has a rival in the crypto sector that
could boom in the years ahead. The post This Stock Could Be the
Lightspeed POS (TSX:LSPD) of Bitcoin appeared first on The Motley Fool
Canada .
Lightspeed POS (TSX:LSPD) (NYSE:LSPD) has probably been one of the
best-performing Canadian tech stocks of the past year. The stock price has
climbed a jaw-dropping 600% since last… Lire la suite
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Bitcoin is Now Accepted for Real Estate Transactions on BTCHome.ca
Sur Financial Post le 16 févr. 2021
TORONTO — BTCHome.ca, a Bitcoin division of Real Estate Bay Realty (est. 2011), a licensed Real
Estate Brokerage that is now accepting Bitcoin as a payment for any Real Estate, including
properties priced in dollars. Position on Bitcoin Bitcoin is an absolutely scarce store of value asset
as well as a secure payment method, allowing […
TORONTO -- BTCHome.ca , a Bitcoin division of Real Estate Bay… Lire la suite
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Consumers Acceptance of Digital Currency Explodes as
Cryptocurrency Continues to Rise
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 10 févr. 2021
With advanced technological developments, virtual currency exchange methods have been
invented and evolved rapidly in past few years, and have emerged and commonly known now, all
around the world as 'cryptocurrencies. Prior to then, virtual currencies were initially limited for
demonstrable transactions in social and gaming economies...
Lire la suite
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Uphold to launch crypto-enabled cards across Europe following
acquisition of Optimus Cards UK
Sur FinanzNachrichten.de le 2 févr. 2021
'We're delighted to have acquired an issuer with such a technically-sophisticated platform and a full
EMI license,' said JP Thieriot, CEO of Uphold. 'These attributes will shortly allow us to issue multiasset, crypto-enabled debit cards across the UK and Europe. After passing the FCA's rigorous
'Change In Control' process, we're very excited to get...
Lire la suite
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Loop Insights Integrates Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin Into
Contactless Payments Platform For Retail
Sur Financial Post le 19 janv. 2021
Loop Insights Integrates Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin Into Contactless Payments Platform For
Retail Customers and Enterprise Partners, With Patent-Pending Technology Filed in 2019, As
Cryptocurrency Payments Undergo Global Paradigm Shift Toward Mass Acceptance In 2021 Loop
Customers and Enterprise Clients Keep Pace With Fortune 500 Shift In Digital Currencies
VANCOUVER, British Columbia, Jan.… Lire la suite
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Blockchain Is Changing How Companies Can Engage
with Customers
Par Ricardo Viana Vargas sur Harvard Business Review le 6 janv. 2021
Lessons from Canada’s largest digital payments company.
Changing how an organization conducts its core business — such as
launching new services or reorganizing for greater efficiency — is really
hard. During the first era of the internet, we saw the tremendous strain
transformation placed on companies, industries, and entire economies.
Today, employees often don’t want change because they’ve grown… Lire
la suite
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Spot9 starts its rollout of Bitcoin ATMs in Germany
Sur Fintech Finance le 4 janv. 2021
From now on purchasing cryptocurrencies in Germany is simple, secure and fast. The Berlin-based
Fintech start-up, spot9, starts its planned […] The post Spot9 starts its rollout of Bitcoin ATMs in
Germany appeared first on Fintech Finance .
From now on purchasing cryptocurrencies in Germany is simple, secure and fast. The Berlin-based
Fintech start-up, spot9, starts its planned rollout of… Lire la suite
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Facebook’s Digital Currency Venture “Diem”: the new Frontier ... or a
Galaxy far, far away?
Sur The Technology Innovation Management Review le 31 déc. 2020
There will be an electronic currency, and it will be universal, and we must accept that fact. John
McAfee 1. Introduction Thanks to technological advances, new forms of electronic currency are now
possible and already available. In particular, distributed ledger-based digital “blockchain”
technology now offers a secure transaction-oriented system free from censorship and control by
central… Lire la suite
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